
The sections are divided as Section II details the Medical 

Image Processing, section III list the Modality aspects in Image 

Fusion, Section IV includes discussion with respect to 

Techniques used and Modality selected , section V gives the 

Conclusion of the Paper..  

II. MEDICAL IMAGE PROCESSING

A. Medical Imaging:

These provides visual representation of the image. It forms the

center of modern medicine. With the x-rays radiation medicine

came into form [3]. Since various machines have been

produces and modalities devised. Ionizing radiation can lead to

mutation and cancers. Nuclear resonance imaging possess less

risk. Ultrasonic are the safest amongst the medical imaging

modalities. Medical imaging make possible image led

surgeries. Surgeries, tumor localizations, blood clots, blockage,

stent placements are all when governed by image processing,

better captivate the procedure. Medical images perform

accuracy in diagnosis,  this is limited to the acquisition of high

quality images which seems a vital requirement [4]. Clinical

visibility is achievable from multiple modalities and methods

[5]. For enhanced image analysis deep learning and artificial

intelligence provide deeper understanding [6].

B. Medical Image Fusion Applications:

Image fusion applications are dominating various medical

domains with the aid of images and videos. Fusing images

reduces redundancy by assimilating information from multiple

source image inputs. Image fusion in medical domain captures

human body images confining the  organs, tissues,

physiological functions and cellular compositions. It provides

disease analysis with increased accuracy supporting better

decision making. The original images are noisy. Blurring and

inconsistencies due to incomplete image capture or limitations

of the acquiring devises  are overcome due to image fusion.

Image fusion is making its presence in image processing [7],

Computer assisted diagnoses [8], dosage measurement, and

identification of lesions. Benign, pre-malignant, and

malignant tumors localization.  It plays a vital role in

extracting physiological data from anatomical structures[9].

Radiotherapy guidance in treatments, scheduling and

delineating, Imaging helps capture structures, bone diversities,

tissue thickness,  shape and location. These areas are further

expanding with the preface of new acquisition procedures[10]

Image fusion is expanding to direct superior diagnosis, playing

a vital role in medical analysis, where image inconsistencies

can have serious consequences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging is the field of medicine also known as 

radiology. It is a non invasive technique to capture the 

underlying organ, bone, tissue and blood vessels in order to 

assess, diagnose and cure the patient. It plays a major role in 

modern imaging to show the interior of the body for analysis 

and treatment. The progression in imaging technology, 

revolutionaries all healthcare. The improved technologies 

provide high quality images with no interventions and reduced 

radiation. These modalities help accurately differentiate 

between the healthy and the  diseased tissue. The innovation 

and accomplishment in medical image fusion research has 

enhanced due to the advancements in medical imaging 

equipments. The medical images are confined from different 

modalities as  from anatomical, functional, tomography and 

projection. Each medical imaging modality aims to deliberate 

and extract the precise and detailed clinical features from the 

domain. With limited convincing matter from one medical 

image, it is difficult to reveal structural tissue differences [1]. 

Image fusion is a technique to combine various acquired 

medical images from more than one modality to attain 

additional clinical content for diagnosis. Medical imaging has 

become an inherent part of diagnostic mechanism. In dealing 

with medical images, complexities and computations in image 

processing increase as large volumes of unprocessed data is 

produced [2]. Image Fusion is a mechanism to reduce this data 

bulk and also reveal additional information from the fused 

image which was lacking in original inputs.  The advent and 

progression in imaging techniques is radically controlling 

treatment planning.  Image fusion is spreading itself in other 

application areas.  
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C. Medical Diagnostic Approach:

Medical images are used for diagnostic analysis. Fractures,

tumors, structures, bones are captured using images, various

angles and directions help in superior physiology analysis.

Imaging promotes immediate diagnosis and subsequent

treatment. During treatment track of planning and recovery

monitoring is accomplished using imaging modalities. The

stage of disease can be devised. Images acquired from CT,

MRI, PET, SPECT can detect the meta-stages and provide

progression to base it channelized treatment planning. This

incite helps in understanding the lesion growth , the malignant

organs and direct surgical decisions. Once the treatment is

chalked, its response varies with every case. Monitoring and

assessment is studied to estimate the orbital reactions and

fixations.

C. Medical Fusion Categories

To formulate and incorporate all complementary data, fusion is

categorized into different types [11]-[13] as depicted in Fig 1.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig . (a) Fusion Categories (a) Multiview (b) Multi 

Temporal (c) Multi focus (d) Multimodal fusion 

A. Multi-view  fusion

Images are acquired from different viewpoints. This

capture from multi dimensional angle these include pixel

wise weighted average, object level fusion.

B. Multi-view fusion

Multi-temporal fusion:  These images are governed by

time. the same organ under study is captured at different

time intervals, indicative of the progression These multiple

images, acquired at different times, reinforce the

pragmatic concepts and perceive alterations.

C. Multi-focus fusion

The source images acquired by varied focal length, when

fused expand the details. It involves compression in the

input images. The focus depths of the inputs are different

which fuse to preserve additional information.

D. Multi-modal  fusion

Sensors of different acquisition models capture the image

sets. Due to the principle complementary details are

captured in different input sets. When fused the

multimodal images acquire additional feature information.

III. MODALITY ASPECTS IN IMAGE FUSION

There are various imaging modalities playing a crucial role in 

medical domain. modularity has a relevance in clinical domain 

and required medical expertise. These work on different 

physical principals [14-17]. Image fusion helps preside over 

the nature of modalities [18]. Modalities are functional 

metabolic modality and anatomical morphological modalities 

[1]. The anatomical modalities as an external source in 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography 

(CT) give the position, structure and relations. Functional 

modalities emit from within the body as in Ultrasound (US), 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon 

Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) provide tissue 

illustrations in pseudo color [19]. 

Mammography and x-ray produce images to evaluate breast 

cancer. Hand held transducer in Ultrasound transmits and 

receives acoustic waves. CT provides several slices of the 

underlying tissue. These are captured in various directions. 
MRI analyze features non invasively in a radiation free 
manner. PET display abnormal metabolic features with 
malignancy.  
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II. DISCUSSION

The organ , tissue, modalities and processing formulate the 

fusion mechanism with certain limitations and future aspects 

put forth. 

A. Technique Based Analysis

Various models and in medical image fusion are existing. Pixel 

level and transform domain fusion techniques are used for 

fusion. Pixel level the information remains intact while 

transform domain the salient features are better depicted [20]. 

There are various techniques defined in literature for fusion, . 

The color space techniques, multiscale transforms, pyramids 

and advanced wavelets. Color space models encompass 

physiological details. In multiscale the images are decomposes 

in various scales where information may coexist at different 

levels [21]. The pyramid transforms lack directional 

information and structures are not well represented[22]. The 

wavelets, have missing edges and segment information [23]. 

Complex wavelets as  Curvelet, Contourlet and NSCT. NSCT 

comprises of two components, the multiscale non subsampled 

pyramid transform and non subsampled directional filter bank. 

Fourier transforms do not undergo the problems of wavelets or 

complex transforms. The fractional wavelets have global 

localized transform in time-fractional-frequency domain. 

The literature has moved from single transform to hybrid 

techniques to exploit variation amongst modalities. In addition 

to the technique to implement image fusion, there are various 

other factors affecting fusion results [24].  

B. Modality Based Analysis

The fusion of images is governed by medical organs and

modalities. The medical images are obtained from one or more

modalities [24]. The modality captures underlying structures n

anatomy. Fusion of same modality images work under

controlled environments and limited complexity. image fusion

captures and reveal the spectral content. But during the

process, spatial information is misrepresented with loss of

spatial features.

Fusion of multiple modality images enhances fusion results but

complexity structures increase due to different principle, varied

acquisition mechanism and interdependencies. Higher contrast

and better color perception is reported in work when dealing

with anatomical and functional modality.

III. CONCLUSION

With extensive work done in literature medical image fusion 

has reinforced diagnosis. The features from medical images 

provide intricate information. The heterogeneity in anatomical 

and functional modalities, add  diagnostic value. It is not easy 

to recognize and extract the most relevant clinical information.  

This multi disciplinary research area has various aspects  to be 

further explored. In this paper the aspects pertaining to the 

medical images and its clinical relevance is discussed.  Images, 

processing and modalities have limitations. Various modalities 

and their specific medical value is exemplified. It is 

challenging to summarise all information. These existing 

techniques and affecting attributes, in neuro imaging have a 

greater potential of progression. 
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